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Sooner you get guide Appetite For Reduction: 125 Fast And Filling Low-Fat Vegan Recipes By Isa Chandra
Moskowitz, Matthew Ruscigno, sooner you could appreciate checking out the e-book. It will certainly be
your resort to keep downloading guide Appetite For Reduction: 125 Fast And Filling Low-Fat Vegan
Recipes By Isa Chandra Moskowitz, Matthew Ruscigno in supplied link. By doing this, you can truly decide
that is worked in to obtain your very own e-book on-line. Below, be the very first to obtain guide entitled
Appetite For Reduction: 125 Fast And Filling Low-Fat Vegan Recipes By Isa Chandra Moskowitz, Matthew
Ruscigno as well as be the first to know exactly how the writer implies the notification and also expertise for
you.

Review
Living Without, April/May 2011“This new book…is a winner for losers—weight losers, that is…Moskowitz
offers delicious dishes that fill you up…There’s no scrimping on nutrients or culinary creativity…Welcome
to low-fat meals that are satisfying and mouthwatering, too.”
Deseret News, 3/9/11“Appetite for Reduction blows the idea of bland salads out of the
water…[Moskowitz’s] recipes are inviting [and] sound delicious…[Her] directions are so easy to follow and
she gives great food handling tips along the way.”
Portland Oregonian, 3/7/11“Moskowitz is one of the most-prolific and readable vegan cookbook authors out
there. She co-authored Veganomicon, which is practically the Bible for newbie vegan cooks, and her other
titles have shown how vegan cookies, cupcakes and breakfast treats can be decadent and rich.” The
Vegetarian, UK, Spring 2011
“This book is for anyone whose philosophy is that dieting shouldn’t mean restricting yourself to eating small
portions of bland vegetables, side salads or relying on diet shakes…Isa shows that, with the right ideas and
inspiration, diet food can be quick, imaginative and tasty.”
 

ElevateDifference.com, 4/15/11
“For those in the vegan community who are also health conscious, Moskowitz has delivered the goods on a
plate too irresistible to deny. Isa Chandra Moskowitz is the best friend we’re all looking for: she writes in a
way we understand, a language that is easily understood and humorous. She is also the cook we want for our
healthy lives and families. She gets it. She gets that we don’t want to give up taste and satisfaction for
healthy living…From funky hummus creative ideas to ‘OMG Oven-Baked Onion Rings,’ from sides to
satisfying full entrée ideas, Moskowitz turns your vegan kitchen upside down, shakes out the fat, and
replaces it with novel and tasty ideas to keep your mind interested and your tongue happy you tried
something new…Vegan or omnivore, you will find something to rave about and savor in Appetite for
Reduction.” Curled Up with a Good Book, 5/29/11“Appetite for Reduction not only provides extremely



diverse and relatively easy recipes using a huge range of plant-based food; it is an enlightening, entertaining
must-have cookbook for vegans, experimental vegans, and even the carnivore chef. Highly Recommended.”

“[Moskowitz] has done a lot for dispelling the myth that vegan food equals rabbit food or that it’s not
satisfying…The tone is conversational and often humorous and the book is not just about leaner recipes.
Appetite refers also to environmental impact, animal cruelty, and your bank account.”

VegNews, February 2011
“From the grand dame of vegan cookbooks, Appetite doesn’t leave you hungry…From salads that satisfy
like meals to hearty pasta dishes to every vegetable imaginable, Appetite doesn’t miss a beat…Unlike other
diet books, Appetite isn’t about dropping 20 pounds in a weekend; it’s about eating healthfully in a way that
can lead to weight loss without resorting to drastic measures—measures which Moskowitz assures are
guaranteed to pile pounds right back on.”

EatDrinkBetter.com, 12/30/10“I recommend this cookbook for anyone, vegan or not...[Moskowitz] has put
together 125 recipes that are under 400 calories—perfect for that New Year’s resolution to lose weight—and
are packed with nutrients—perfect for that New Year’s resolution to eat healthier.” EatDrinkBetter.com,
12/31/10“Features many quick and delicious low-calorie vegan recipes.” WomanAroundTown.com,
12/20/10

“Moskowitz is an innovative source of vegan recipes…Appetite for Reduction offers tempting recipes that
are quick and easy, and—most importantly—no- or low-fat…Moskowitz has lots of yummy ideas that prove
that dieting doesn’t have to be painful…Moskowitz incorporates the reduction of unhealthy foods,
environmental impact, grocery store costs, and animal suffering in her cooking philosophy. The results are
tasty dishes with no guilt attached.” LeslieLovesVeggies.com, 12/23/10“Contains 125 fabulous recipes that
are quick to make and most take 30 minutes or less to prepare. These tasty dishes are easy on the budget and
are made with real food for real people. Nothing bizarre, no outlandish over the top ingredients, just good for
ya, low fat, delish vegan food! Oh and the portions are real, too! None of these ridiculous tiny serving sizes
to get the low calorie counts. These are real servings folks!” Examiner.com, 12/20/10

“Moskowitz is a proven advisor you want to have in the vegan kitchen with you, consistently creating
recipes that are at once accessinle to the home cook and impressive enough to show off to those you want to,
well, impress. Appetite for Reduction…will knock your socks off, just in time for a great Christmas gift for
omnivores or vegans alike and strengthen some of those New Year’s resolutions…Easy-to-follow directions,
well-organized chapters, [and] gorgeous art direction and helpful tips…The icons that designate quick-to-
prepare, gluten- and soy-free recpies make this cookbook especially user-friendly…Appetite for Reduction
casts its culinary net wide…The recipes span the globe and include rare treats calorie-conscious diners
usually don’t get to enjoy…Appetite for Reduction gives lots of creative, easy and tasty opportunities to eat
healthfully…A very worthwhile edition to anyone’s cookbook collection.” GreenWala.com, 12/27/10

“Crammed full of good advice as well as tasty recipes.” GoDairyFree.org, 1/4/11“[Moskowitz’s] latest
cookbook could be one of her greatest yet…Anyone who has already inhaled a lifetime's worth of vegan
sweets and processed foods, or who is interested in the vegan diet for health reasons, will probably love
Appetite for Reduction.” TreeHugger.com, 1/4/11
“If you're suffering through the fourth day of some weird diet, you might want to pick up a copy of this book
and make yourself something good to eat.”
 New York Daily News, 1/9/11“[Moskowitz is] the queen of vegan cooking”
San Francisco Book Review, 1/10/11“Moskowitz has singlehandedly revolutionized vegan
cooking…Appetite is brimming not only with recipes, but also detailed nutritional information useful to
everyone, but especially important to those who seek essential vitamins and nutrients from nontraditional



(non-animal) sources. But if you’re worried about typical bland diet food, have no fear: This is an Isa
Chandra Moskowitz cookbook after all. While all recipes are between 200 and 400 calories per serving, each
is loaded with delicious, vibrant flavor.”

Vegetarian Times’, November/December 2010
“Offers 125 recipes for low-fat, plant-based dishes that don’t skimp on flavor.”

Vegetarian Living (UK), December 2010
“Jam-packed with mouth-watering vegan recipes that are low in fat and light on calories…[Moskowitz’s]
recipes are visual and gastronomic delights, which inspire the reader to try new things and cook outside of
their comfort zone, while never underestimating the beauty of the familiar.” 

ThisDishisVeg.com, 12/8/10
“[Isa Moskowitz is] the queen of the vegans.” Portland Press Herald, 12/15/10“A snappy cookbook that
embraces whole plant foods without a sugary snack in sight. Those avoiding gluten or soy will appreciate the
numerous gluten-free and soy-free recipes, and everyone is sure to learn something from the preparation and
nutrition tips [Moskowitz] sprinkles throughout the book. Best of all, her recipes for goodies such as OMG
Oven-Banked Onion Rings, Tamarind BBQ Tempeh & Sweet Potatoes, and Chipotle Lentil Burgers will
make even dedicated carnivores appreciate the pleasures of plant-based meals.” Technorati.com, 12/23/10

BBC Good Food (UK), February 2011
“This is a vegan diet book, but forget your preconceptions and look at the food. Isa is an amazing cook—her
recipes are delicious and written for people who want to lose weight, but not their enjoyment of food. She
uses spices cleverly to make you forget you’re eating low fat and ups the grain and veg content to keep you
satisfied. Isa reworks favorites making them lighter and healthier. Her book is worth buying for the salad
dressings alone.”
 Natural Health, February 2011“[A] great read!...Moskowitz—a tireless crusader against the perception that
meatless, dairy-free meals taste like cardboard—proves low-fat can be delicious. While offering plenty of
tips for novice vegans, Moskowitz’s recipes are interesting and flavorful enough to delight seasoned meatless
mavens, too.”
Washington Post, 1/19/11“Surprisingly creamy and hearty, this vegan soup [Cauliflower Pesto Soup] is
elegant enough to serve as a first course at any dinner party.”
Hudson Valley News,“If you’re not vegan, but simply don’t like meat very much, you’ll find many tasty
recipes here.”

Library Journal, 2/15/11
“[Moskowitz] begins with information on vegan nutrition and shares under-400-calorie recipes that are
packed with flavor. Those new to a low-fat vegan diet may be surprised by satisfying meals such as OMG
Oven-Baked Onion Rings, Chipotle Lentil Burgers with Sweet Potato Fries, Mac & Trees (macaroni, cheese,
and broccoli), and Chili Verde con Papas. Best-selling author Moskowitz is sure to create demand.”
SFoodie blog, 2/11/11“Queen Vegan Bee Isa Chandra Moskowitz…is pretty much the best and her new
book, Appetite for Reduction, is truly excellent.”
All Shook Down blog, 2/11/11“Isa Chandra Moskowitz is a rock star in the vegan world…and has co-
authored and authored five books on the subject, including the definitive roundup Veganomicon. This
Saturday she'll discuss her brand new, equally groundbreaking cookbook Appetite for Reduction.”
The Vegan, UK, March 2011
“If you’re aiming to lose weight, or just eat healthily, but still enjoy food, this is the book for you.” Midwest
Book Review, February 2011“Shows that healthy cooking can be lively and varied…Any vegan cook needs



this inspiring, unique title.”
 

ForeWord Reviews, March/April 2011“Hearty, low-fat vegan fare is complemented by a veteran cookbook
author's considerable gift for gab in this winning collection...With this selection in hand, serious cooks with
high standards can feel confident inviting over their finicky foodie friends.”

Bust, April/May 2011
“Bursting with inventive, flavorful techniques for lightening up comfort-food favorites and for making plants
pop in new and exciting ways.”

“Talk of the Town,” WTVF–CBS Nashville, 3/1/11
“The perfect book for that picky vegetarian who is determined to eat healthy and maybe even lose some
weight.”
 Chatelaine.com, 4/12/11“[This book] won't appeal only to people who don't eat animal
products…[Moskowitz’s] ingredients are fresh, but they're also accessible: veggies, common spices, beans
and rice are frequently used here. As an added bonus, the lack of meat and processed meat and dairy
alternatives makes most of this book great for chefs on a budget. And most importantly, this food is tasty.”

Long Island Press, 1/7/11“Contains 125 delectable, nutritionally-balanced recipes for the foods you
crave—lasagna, tacos, barbecue, curries, stews, and much more—and it’s all only 200 to 400 calories per
serving, plant-based and packed with nutrients, low in saturated fat and sugar; high in fiber and, well,
delicious.”
South Coast Insider, January 2011“Moskowitz is the best and most creative of all the chefs working with
plant based foods…This is not your mother’s low-fat cookbook.”
InfoDad.com, 1/13/11 “It moves along like a well-oiled machine, starting with salads and continuing with
side dishes, beans (a mainstay of this type of cooking), tofu and tempeh, soups, stews and more...It contains
solid information and a variety of recipes that vegans will find tasty.”

January Magazine (Canada), 12/20/10“Appetite for Reduction is all about real food for real people, really
easily…What’s not to like?...Spend a lot of time eating from the recipes in this book and you will get
smaller.”
 Living Without, 1/25/11“[The] tortilla soup has a light tomato broth and simple yet assertive seasoning.
Stirring crushed tortilla chips into the soup as it cooks gives it a full-bodied texture.” Portland Oregonian,
1/25/11“Leave it to innovative cookbook author Isa Chandra Moskowitz, the co-author of Veganomicon, to
come up with a collection of 125 low-fat recipes that won't have you leaving the table hungry…Moskowitz's
writing style is accessible and fun, and she demystifies ingredients like tempeh and tofu…Every recipe has
detailed nutritional analysis, including vitamin content, something too many diet cookbooks don't bother
with.” The Hippo, 1/20/11
“As with previous Moskowitz books, one thing not sacrificed is flavor. She plays with Asian, Mediterranean,
Indian and Latin cuisine with her recipes in ways that make you feel like you’re not losing taste by cutting
out fat.” 

About the Author
Isa Chandra Moskowitz is an award-winning vegan chef and author of several best-selling cookbooks,
including Veganomicon, Vegan with a Vengeance, and Vegan Cupcakes Take Over the World. A Brooklyn
native who began her vegan cooking journey more than twenty years ago, she is inspired by New York
City’s diverse cuisine. You can find her cooking and writing at The Post Punk Kitchen (theppk.com).
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Review
Living Without, April/May 2011“This new book…is a winner for losers—weight losers, that is…Moskowitz
offers delicious dishes that fill you up…There’s no scrimping on nutrients or culinary creativity…Welcome
to low-fat meals that are satisfying and mouthwatering, too.”
Deseret News, 3/9/11“Appetite for Reduction blows the idea of bland salads out of the
water…[Moskowitz’s] recipes are inviting [and] sound delicious…[Her] directions are so easy to follow and
she gives great food handling tips along the way.”
Portland Oregonian, 3/7/11“Moskowitz is one of the most-prolific and readable vegan cookbook authors out
there. She co-authored Veganomicon, which is practically the Bible for newbie vegan cooks, and her other
titles have shown how vegan cookies, cupcakes and breakfast treats can be decadent and rich.” The



Vegetarian, UK, Spring 2011
“This book is for anyone whose philosophy is that dieting shouldn’t mean restricting yourself to eating small
portions of bland vegetables, side salads or relying on diet shakes…Isa shows that, with the right ideas and
inspiration, diet food can be quick, imaginative and tasty.”
 

ElevateDifference.com, 4/15/11
“For those in the vegan community who are also health conscious, Moskowitz has delivered the goods on a
plate too irresistible to deny. Isa Chandra Moskowitz is the best friend we’re all looking for: she writes in a
way we understand, a language that is easily understood and humorous. She is also the cook we want for our
healthy lives and families. She gets it. She gets that we don’t want to give up taste and satisfaction for
healthy living…From funky hummus creative ideas to ‘OMG Oven-Baked Onion Rings,’ from sides to
satisfying full entrée ideas, Moskowitz turns your vegan kitchen upside down, shakes out the fat, and
replaces it with novel and tasty ideas to keep your mind interested and your tongue happy you tried
something new…Vegan or omnivore, you will find something to rave about and savor in Appetite for
Reduction.” Curled Up with a Good Book, 5/29/11“Appetite for Reduction not only provides extremely
diverse and relatively easy recipes using a huge range of plant-based food; it is an enlightening, entertaining
must-have cookbook for vegans, experimental vegans, and even the carnivore chef. Highly Recommended.”

“[Moskowitz] has done a lot for dispelling the myth that vegan food equals rabbit food or that it’s not
satisfying…The tone is conversational and often humorous and the book is not just about leaner recipes.
Appetite refers also to environmental impact, animal cruelty, and your bank account.”

VegNews, February 2011
“From the grand dame of vegan cookbooks, Appetite doesn’t leave you hungry…From salads that satisfy
like meals to hearty pasta dishes to every vegetable imaginable, Appetite doesn’t miss a beat…Unlike other
diet books, Appetite isn’t about dropping 20 pounds in a weekend; it’s about eating healthfully in a way that
can lead to weight loss without resorting to drastic measures—measures which Moskowitz assures are
guaranteed to pile pounds right back on.”

EatDrinkBetter.com, 12/30/10“I recommend this cookbook for anyone, vegan or not...[Moskowitz] has put
together 125 recipes that are under 400 calories—perfect for that New Year’s resolution to lose weight—and
are packed with nutrients—perfect for that New Year’s resolution to eat healthier.” EatDrinkBetter.com,
12/31/10“Features many quick and delicious low-calorie vegan recipes.” WomanAroundTown.com,
12/20/10

“Moskowitz is an innovative source of vegan recipes…Appetite for Reduction offers tempting recipes that
are quick and easy, and—most importantly—no- or low-fat…Moskowitz has lots of yummy ideas that prove
that dieting doesn’t have to be painful…Moskowitz incorporates the reduction of unhealthy foods,
environmental impact, grocery store costs, and animal suffering in her cooking philosophy. The results are
tasty dishes with no guilt attached.” LeslieLovesVeggies.com, 12/23/10“Contains 125 fabulous recipes that
are quick to make and most take 30 minutes or less to prepare. These tasty dishes are easy on the budget and
are made with real food for real people. Nothing bizarre, no outlandish over the top ingredients, just good for
ya, low fat, delish vegan food! Oh and the portions are real, too! None of these ridiculous tiny serving sizes
to get the low calorie counts. These are real servings folks!” Examiner.com, 12/20/10

“Moskowitz is a proven advisor you want to have in the vegan kitchen with you, consistently creating
recipes that are at once accessinle to the home cook and impressive enough to show off to those you want to,
well, impress. Appetite for Reduction…will knock your socks off, just in time for a great Christmas gift for



omnivores or vegans alike and strengthen some of those New Year’s resolutions…Easy-to-follow directions,
well-organized chapters, [and] gorgeous art direction and helpful tips…The icons that designate quick-to-
prepare, gluten- and soy-free recpies make this cookbook especially user-friendly…Appetite for Reduction
casts its culinary net wide…The recipes span the globe and include rare treats calorie-conscious diners
usually don’t get to enjoy…Appetite for Reduction gives lots of creative, easy and tasty opportunities to eat
healthfully…A very worthwhile edition to anyone’s cookbook collection.” GreenWala.com, 12/27/10

“Crammed full of good advice as well as tasty recipes.” GoDairyFree.org, 1/4/11“[Moskowitz’s] latest
cookbook could be one of her greatest yet…Anyone who has already inhaled a lifetime's worth of vegan
sweets and processed foods, or who is interested in the vegan diet for health reasons, will probably love
Appetite for Reduction.” TreeHugger.com, 1/4/11
“If you're suffering through the fourth day of some weird diet, you might want to pick up a copy of this book
and make yourself something good to eat.”
 New York Daily News, 1/9/11“[Moskowitz is] the queen of vegan cooking”
San Francisco Book Review, 1/10/11“Moskowitz has singlehandedly revolutionized vegan
cooking…Appetite is brimming not only with recipes, but also detailed nutritional information useful to
everyone, but especially important to those who seek essential vitamins and nutrients from nontraditional
(non-animal) sources. But if you’re worried about typical bland diet food, have no fear: This is an Isa
Chandra Moskowitz cookbook after all. While all recipes are between 200 and 400 calories per serving, each
is loaded with delicious, vibrant flavor.”

Vegetarian Times’, November/December 2010
“Offers 125 recipes for low-fat, plant-based dishes that don’t skimp on flavor.”

Vegetarian Living (UK), December 2010
“Jam-packed with mouth-watering vegan recipes that are low in fat and light on calories…[Moskowitz’s]
recipes are visual and gastronomic delights, which inspire the reader to try new things and cook outside of
their comfort zone, while never underestimating the beauty of the familiar.” 

ThisDishisVeg.com, 12/8/10
“[Isa Moskowitz is] the queen of the vegans.” Portland Press Herald, 12/15/10“A snappy cookbook that
embraces whole plant foods without a sugary snack in sight. Those avoiding gluten or soy will appreciate the
numerous gluten-free and soy-free recipes, and everyone is sure to learn something from the preparation and
nutrition tips [Moskowitz] sprinkles throughout the book. Best of all, her recipes for goodies such as OMG
Oven-Banked Onion Rings, Tamarind BBQ Tempeh & Sweet Potatoes, and Chipotle Lentil Burgers will
make even dedicated carnivores appreciate the pleasures of plant-based meals.” Technorati.com, 12/23/10

BBC Good Food (UK), February 2011
“This is a vegan diet book, but forget your preconceptions and look at the food. Isa is an amazing cook—her
recipes are delicious and written for people who want to lose weight, but not their enjoyment of food. She
uses spices cleverly to make you forget you’re eating low fat and ups the grain and veg content to keep you
satisfied. Isa reworks favorites making them lighter and healthier. Her book is worth buying for the salad
dressings alone.”
 Natural Health, February 2011“[A] great read!...Moskowitz—a tireless crusader against the perception that
meatless, dairy-free meals taste like cardboard—proves low-fat can be delicious. While offering plenty of
tips for novice vegans, Moskowitz’s recipes are interesting and flavorful enough to delight seasoned meatless
mavens, too.”
Washington Post, 1/19/11“Surprisingly creamy and hearty, this vegan soup [Cauliflower Pesto Soup] is



elegant enough to serve as a first course at any dinner party.”
Hudson Valley News,“If you’re not vegan, but simply don’t like meat very much, you’ll find many tasty
recipes here.”

Library Journal, 2/15/11
“[Moskowitz] begins with information on vegan nutrition and shares under-400-calorie recipes that are
packed with flavor. Those new to a low-fat vegan diet may be surprised by satisfying meals such as OMG
Oven-Baked Onion Rings, Chipotle Lentil Burgers with Sweet Potato Fries, Mac & Trees (macaroni, cheese,
and broccoli), and Chili Verde con Papas. Best-selling author Moskowitz is sure to create demand.”
SFoodie blog, 2/11/11“Queen Vegan Bee Isa Chandra Moskowitz…is pretty much the best and her new
book, Appetite for Reduction, is truly excellent.”
All Shook Down blog, 2/11/11“Isa Chandra Moskowitz is a rock star in the vegan world…and has co-
authored and authored five books on the subject, including the definitive roundup Veganomicon. This
Saturday she'll discuss her brand new, equally groundbreaking cookbook Appetite for Reduction.”
The Vegan, UK, March 2011
“If you’re aiming to lose weight, or just eat healthily, but still enjoy food, this is the book for you.” Midwest
Book Review, February 2011“Shows that healthy cooking can be lively and varied…Any vegan cook needs
this inspiring, unique title.”
 

ForeWord Reviews, March/April 2011“Hearty, low-fat vegan fare is complemented by a veteran cookbook
author's considerable gift for gab in this winning collection...With this selection in hand, serious cooks with
high standards can feel confident inviting over their finicky foodie friends.”

Bust, April/May 2011
“Bursting with inventive, flavorful techniques for lightening up comfort-food favorites and for making plants
pop in new and exciting ways.”

“Talk of the Town,” WTVF–CBS Nashville, 3/1/11
“The perfect book for that picky vegetarian who is determined to eat healthy and maybe even lose some
weight.”
 Chatelaine.com, 4/12/11“[This book] won't appeal only to people who don't eat animal
products…[Moskowitz’s] ingredients are fresh, but they're also accessible: veggies, common spices, beans
and rice are frequently used here. As an added bonus, the lack of meat and processed meat and dairy
alternatives makes most of this book great for chefs on a budget. And most importantly, this food is tasty.”

Long Island Press, 1/7/11“Contains 125 delectable, nutritionally-balanced recipes for the foods you
crave—lasagna, tacos, barbecue, curries, stews, and much more—and it’s all only 200 to 400 calories per
serving, plant-based and packed with nutrients, low in saturated fat and sugar; high in fiber and, well,
delicious.”
South Coast Insider, January 2011“Moskowitz is the best and most creative of all the chefs working with
plant based foods…This is not your mother’s low-fat cookbook.”
InfoDad.com, 1/13/11 “It moves along like a well-oiled machine, starting with salads and continuing with
side dishes, beans (a mainstay of this type of cooking), tofu and tempeh, soups, stews and more...It contains
solid information and a variety of recipes that vegans will find tasty.”

January Magazine (Canada), 12/20/10“Appetite for Reduction is all about real food for real people, really
easily…What’s not to like?...Spend a lot of time eating from the recipes in this book and you will get



smaller.”
 Living Without, 1/25/11“[The] tortilla soup has a light tomato broth and simple yet assertive seasoning.
Stirring crushed tortilla chips into the soup as it cooks gives it a full-bodied texture.” Portland Oregonian,
1/25/11“Leave it to innovative cookbook author Isa Chandra Moskowitz, the co-author of Veganomicon, to
come up with a collection of 125 low-fat recipes that won't have you leaving the table hungry…Moskowitz's
writing style is accessible and fun, and she demystifies ingredients like tempeh and tofu…Every recipe has
detailed nutritional analysis, including vitamin content, something too many diet cookbooks don't bother
with.” The Hippo, 1/20/11
“As with previous Moskowitz books, one thing not sacrificed is flavor. She plays with Asian, Mediterranean,
Indian and Latin cuisine with her recipes in ways that make you feel like you’re not losing taste by cutting
out fat.” 

About the Author
Isa Chandra Moskowitz is an award-winning vegan chef and author of several best-selling cookbooks,
including Veganomicon, Vegan with a Vengeance, and Vegan Cupcakes Take Over the World. A Brooklyn
native who began her vegan cooking journey more than twenty years ago, she is inspired by New York
City’s diverse cuisine. You can find her cooking and writing at The Post Punk Kitchen (theppk.com).

Most helpful customer reviews

339 of 343 people found the following review helpful.
Tested and approved!
By A fellow reader
I was a cookbook tester for this cookbook. I tried it on my husband, unsuspecting family members and
unsuspecting friends. The recipes were a big hit and would even shock others by saying they were low fat
and good for you! Not only is it a cookbook, but it has a lots of tips, tricks and includes a nice section about
nutrition. I made approximately 50 recipes from the book total with most of them being huge hits. I highly
recommend this cookbook for anyone whether you are vegan, vegetarian or just interested in incorporating
plant-based meals in your diet.

Also I credit this cookbook with teaching me how to cook tofu. The lettuce wraps with Hoison-mustard tofu
recipe taught me an easy technique for cooking tofu that I've been able to incorporate whenever I want tofu.
The basic baked tofu recipe also gave me an easy technique for baking tofu that again I've been able to
expand upon.

The cookbook also includes a variety of different recipes. You want Thai? Ethiopian? Mexican? Italian?
Vietnamese? Peruvian? Caribbean? Indian? Middle eastern? The book has you covered. What if you want
traditional American style food? Well the book has that as well.

I have also gone through the book and listed my favorite recipes and things I'd recommend and added a star
next to the ones that are probably my top favorites.

Sanctuary salad dressing
Quinoa salad with black beans & toasted cumin seeds
Cool slaw
Caesar Salad with eggplant bacon*
Vietnamese Rice noodle salad with grilled tofu*
Caulipots
Silky Chickpea Gravy
Polenta stuffing



Cranberry-Cashew Biryani
Scarlet Barley
Unfried fried rice
Butternut Coconut Rice
Tamarind Quinoa
Garlicky Mushrooms and Kale*
Chickpea Piccata
Hottie Black eyed peas and greens
Forty Clove Chickpeas and Broccoli
Caribbean Curried Black-eyed peas with plantains*
Black bean, zucchini and olive tacos*
Basic baked tofu
Apple-miso tofu*
Lettuce wraps with Hoison-mustard tofu
Red Thai Tofu*
Red Wine & Kalamata Tempeh
Buffalo Tempeh*
Tortilla Soup*
Arabian Lentil & Rice soup*
Peruvian purple potato soup
Curried Chickpeas & Greens
Potato Spinach Curry
Portabello Pepper Steak Stew*
Veggie Potpie Stew
Sweet Potato Drop Biscuits*

6 of 6 people found the following review helpful.
A-M-A-Z-I-N-G
By Jessica Sams
Yes, I really needed to spell 'amazing' out letter-by-letter and all in caps for the review title. Why? Because
this book is more than just 'amazing,' it is AMAZING!!! Yes, three exclamation points even--and I'm not a
person who only uses exclamation points when they're absolutely necessary.

I bought this book six months ago. Since buying it, I haven't reached for a single other cookbook for making
meals (I still reach for Vegan Cupcakes Take Over the World or Vegan Cookies Invade Your Cookie Jar or
Vegan Pie in the Sky for planning desserts). My original worry was that there were only 125 recipes, which
generally means (for me) that I'll only get 20-30 working recipes that I enjoy out of the book. That wasn't the
case with this book. I have yet to try a recipe that I don't like, and I love some of them so much that I want to
make them nearly every week. The combinations of the recipes are also fabulous--switching out the sides in
a dish can make it feel like a whole new dish. So even though there are only 125 recipes, it feels like there
are 500 possibilities.

My absolute favorite recipe is the Baked Falafel. Not far behind that are the Sushi Roll Edamame Salad,
Curried Chickpeas and Greens, Fresh Corn and Scallion Bread, Lotsa Veggies Lentil Soup, and Shaved
Brussel Sprouts. I don't even need to be in the mood for a certain flavor to use those recipes--they are so
good I can eat them anytime.

I have gifted this book more than any other cookbook I own. Even if you aren't vegan, this is an amazing
cookbook. The food tastes delicious, the recipes aren't overly complicated, and it's all healthy. What more



could a person ask for from a cookbook?

8 of 8 people found the following review helpful.
perhaps one of the best cookbooks I have (although kindle edition is lacking)
By Anastasia
I have quite a few cookbooks and I like to use them and read them, and I specifically have a series of
vegetarian and vegan cookbooks. The one I most use (admittedly, since I bought it just about a month and a
half ago) is this one by Isa. I have two other cookbooks by her and use them often, but this one I consult and
then find a recipe that really appeals to me and for which I have the ingredients for something like 4 times a
week. Passionate Vegetarian by Crescent Dragonwagon is also great, although it is more like a vegetarian
Joy of Cooking and quite a few of her recipes seem to take an inordinate amount of time; highly
recommended, though. But this book has many, many recipes that are pretty fast to make (some incredibly
fast), many are extremely easy, and sooooo good, and also lower in fat, carbs and very healthy. Everything I
have made has turned out excellent, although I sometimes have to substitute (I don't have access to quite a
few ingredients, including some that aren't that unusual, but I often substitute just because I don't want to go
to the store or I don't like an ingredient), I am cooking at relatively high altitude, my kitchen is miniscule and
my stove is extremely old and unreliable. Still, the recipes are simple enough and just plain good enough to
come out really tasty. Also fun are her comments, which I very much enjoy.
At present, this is the vegan or vegetarian cookbook I would recommend above all others. Since I don't buy
or recommend non-vegetarian cookbooks, that's high praise.
Unrelated to the author's talent is how the kindle edition works. I am glad I ordered the kindle edition
because I wanted to start using the book right away and didn't want to wait for international shipping. But in
future I might opt for paper because: table of contents is hyperlinked, but you can't get to it with the open
book icon menu; layout is strange; the index (also hyperlinked, and the links seem to work better) indicates
page numbers but I have no idea where these page numbers appear on the scren; there are quite a few typos
(although you can almost always guess from the context and some are actually funny). I suppose it is mostly
the lack of a "back" option that I don't like, and that is not the (kindle) editor's fault. Also (not related to
kindle edition), I am wondering if taking my ipad into the kitchen is the best idea in the world or whether I
should force myself to buy only paper cookbooks.

See all 620 customer reviews...
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Simply attach your tool computer system or gizmo to the net hooking up. Get the modern-day innovation to
make your downloading Appetite For Reduction: 125 Fast And Filling Low-Fat Vegan Recipes By Isa
Chandra Moskowitz, Matthew Ruscigno finished. Even you don't intend to review, you can directly shut
the book soft documents as well as open Appetite For Reduction: 125 Fast And Filling Low-Fat Vegan
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guide almost everywhere, since Appetite For Reduction: 125 Fast And Filling Low-Fat Vegan Recipes By
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this Appetite For Reduction: 125 Fast And Filling Low-Fat Vegan Recipes By Isa Chandra Moskowitz,
Matthew Ruscigno is additionally advised to check out in your computer tool.

Review
Living Without, April/May 2011“This new book…is a winner for losers—weight losers, that is…Moskowitz
offers delicious dishes that fill you up…There’s no scrimping on nutrients or culinary creativity…Welcome
to low-fat meals that are satisfying and mouthwatering, too.”
Deseret News, 3/9/11“Appetite for Reduction blows the idea of bland salads out of the
water…[Moskowitz’s] recipes are inviting [and] sound delicious…[Her] directions are so easy to follow and
she gives great food handling tips along the way.”
Portland Oregonian, 3/7/11“Moskowitz is one of the most-prolific and readable vegan cookbook authors out
there. She co-authored Veganomicon, which is practically the Bible for newbie vegan cooks, and her other
titles have shown how vegan cookies, cupcakes and breakfast treats can be decadent and rich.” The
Vegetarian, UK, Spring 2011
“This book is for anyone whose philosophy is that dieting shouldn’t mean restricting yourself to eating small
portions of bland vegetables, side salads or relying on diet shakes…Isa shows that, with the right ideas and
inspiration, diet food can be quick, imaginative and tasty.”
 

ElevateDifference.com, 4/15/11
“For those in the vegan community who are also health conscious, Moskowitz has delivered the goods on a
plate too irresistible to deny. Isa Chandra Moskowitz is the best friend we’re all looking for: she writes in a
way we understand, a language that is easily understood and humorous. She is also the cook we want for our
healthy lives and families. She gets it. She gets that we don’t want to give up taste and satisfaction for
healthy living…From funky hummus creative ideas to ‘OMG Oven-Baked Onion Rings,’ from sides to
satisfying full entrée ideas, Moskowitz turns your vegan kitchen upside down, shakes out the fat, and
replaces it with novel and tasty ideas to keep your mind interested and your tongue happy you tried
something new…Vegan or omnivore, you will find something to rave about and savor in Appetite for
Reduction.” Curled Up with a Good Book, 5/29/11“Appetite for Reduction not only provides extremely
diverse and relatively easy recipes using a huge range of plant-based food; it is an enlightening, entertaining
must-have cookbook for vegans, experimental vegans, and even the carnivore chef. Highly Recommended.”



“[Moskowitz] has done a lot for dispelling the myth that vegan food equals rabbit food or that it’s not
satisfying…The tone is conversational and often humorous and the book is not just about leaner recipes.
Appetite refers also to environmental impact, animal cruelty, and your bank account.”

VegNews, February 2011
“From the grand dame of vegan cookbooks, Appetite doesn’t leave you hungry…From salads that satisfy
like meals to hearty pasta dishes to every vegetable imaginable, Appetite doesn’t miss a beat…Unlike other
diet books, Appetite isn’t about dropping 20 pounds in a weekend; it’s about eating healthfully in a way that
can lead to weight loss without resorting to drastic measures—measures which Moskowitz assures are
guaranteed to pile pounds right back on.”

EatDrinkBetter.com, 12/30/10“I recommend this cookbook for anyone, vegan or not...[Moskowitz] has put
together 125 recipes that are under 400 calories—perfect for that New Year’s resolution to lose weight—and
are packed with nutrients—perfect for that New Year’s resolution to eat healthier.” EatDrinkBetter.com,
12/31/10“Features many quick and delicious low-calorie vegan recipes.” WomanAroundTown.com,
12/20/10

“Moskowitz is an innovative source of vegan recipes…Appetite for Reduction offers tempting recipes that
are quick and easy, and—most importantly—no- or low-fat…Moskowitz has lots of yummy ideas that prove
that dieting doesn’t have to be painful…Moskowitz incorporates the reduction of unhealthy foods,
environmental impact, grocery store costs, and animal suffering in her cooking philosophy. The results are
tasty dishes with no guilt attached.” LeslieLovesVeggies.com, 12/23/10“Contains 125 fabulous recipes that
are quick to make and most take 30 minutes or less to prepare. These tasty dishes are easy on the budget and
are made with real food for real people. Nothing bizarre, no outlandish over the top ingredients, just good for
ya, low fat, delish vegan food! Oh and the portions are real, too! None of these ridiculous tiny serving sizes
to get the low calorie counts. These are real servings folks!” Examiner.com, 12/20/10

“Moskowitz is a proven advisor you want to have in the vegan kitchen with you, consistently creating
recipes that are at once accessinle to the home cook and impressive enough to show off to those you want to,
well, impress. Appetite for Reduction…will knock your socks off, just in time for a great Christmas gift for
omnivores or vegans alike and strengthen some of those New Year’s resolutions…Easy-to-follow directions,
well-organized chapters, [and] gorgeous art direction and helpful tips…The icons that designate quick-to-
prepare, gluten- and soy-free recpies make this cookbook especially user-friendly…Appetite for Reduction
casts its culinary net wide…The recipes span the globe and include rare treats calorie-conscious diners
usually don’t get to enjoy…Appetite for Reduction gives lots of creative, easy and tasty opportunities to eat
healthfully…A very worthwhile edition to anyone’s cookbook collection.” GreenWala.com, 12/27/10

“Crammed full of good advice as well as tasty recipes.” GoDairyFree.org, 1/4/11“[Moskowitz’s] latest
cookbook could be one of her greatest yet…Anyone who has already inhaled a lifetime's worth of vegan
sweets and processed foods, or who is interested in the vegan diet for health reasons, will probably love
Appetite for Reduction.” TreeHugger.com, 1/4/11
“If you're suffering through the fourth day of some weird diet, you might want to pick up a copy of this book
and make yourself something good to eat.”
 New York Daily News, 1/9/11“[Moskowitz is] the queen of vegan cooking”
San Francisco Book Review, 1/10/11“Moskowitz has singlehandedly revolutionized vegan
cooking…Appetite is brimming not only with recipes, but also detailed nutritional information useful to
everyone, but especially important to those who seek essential vitamins and nutrients from nontraditional
(non-animal) sources. But if you’re worried about typical bland diet food, have no fear: This is an Isa
Chandra Moskowitz cookbook after all. While all recipes are between 200 and 400 calories per serving, each
is loaded with delicious, vibrant flavor.”



Vegetarian Times’, November/December 2010
“Offers 125 recipes for low-fat, plant-based dishes that don’t skimp on flavor.”

Vegetarian Living (UK), December 2010
“Jam-packed with mouth-watering vegan recipes that are low in fat and light on calories…[Moskowitz’s]
recipes are visual and gastronomic delights, which inspire the reader to try new things and cook outside of
their comfort zone, while never underestimating the beauty of the familiar.” 

ThisDishisVeg.com, 12/8/10
“[Isa Moskowitz is] the queen of the vegans.” Portland Press Herald, 12/15/10“A snappy cookbook that
embraces whole plant foods without a sugary snack in sight. Those avoiding gluten or soy will appreciate the
numerous gluten-free and soy-free recipes, and everyone is sure to learn something from the preparation and
nutrition tips [Moskowitz] sprinkles throughout the book. Best of all, her recipes for goodies such as OMG
Oven-Banked Onion Rings, Tamarind BBQ Tempeh & Sweet Potatoes, and Chipotle Lentil Burgers will
make even dedicated carnivores appreciate the pleasures of plant-based meals.” Technorati.com, 12/23/10

BBC Good Food (UK), February 2011
“This is a vegan diet book, but forget your preconceptions and look at the food. Isa is an amazing cook—her
recipes are delicious and written for people who want to lose weight, but not their enjoyment of food. She
uses spices cleverly to make you forget you’re eating low fat and ups the grain and veg content to keep you
satisfied. Isa reworks favorites making them lighter and healthier. Her book is worth buying for the salad
dressings alone.”
 Natural Health, February 2011“[A] great read!...Moskowitz—a tireless crusader against the perception that
meatless, dairy-free meals taste like cardboard—proves low-fat can be delicious. While offering plenty of
tips for novice vegans, Moskowitz’s recipes are interesting and flavorful enough to delight seasoned meatless
mavens, too.”
Washington Post, 1/19/11“Surprisingly creamy and hearty, this vegan soup [Cauliflower Pesto Soup] is
elegant enough to serve as a first course at any dinner party.”
Hudson Valley News,“If you’re not vegan, but simply don’t like meat very much, you’ll find many tasty
recipes here.”

Library Journal, 2/15/11
“[Moskowitz] begins with information on vegan nutrition and shares under-400-calorie recipes that are
packed with flavor. Those new to a low-fat vegan diet may be surprised by satisfying meals such as OMG
Oven-Baked Onion Rings, Chipotle Lentil Burgers with Sweet Potato Fries, Mac & Trees (macaroni, cheese,
and broccoli), and Chili Verde con Papas. Best-selling author Moskowitz is sure to create demand.”
SFoodie blog, 2/11/11“Queen Vegan Bee Isa Chandra Moskowitz…is pretty much the best and her new
book, Appetite for Reduction, is truly excellent.”
All Shook Down blog, 2/11/11“Isa Chandra Moskowitz is a rock star in the vegan world…and has co-
authored and authored five books on the subject, including the definitive roundup Veganomicon. This
Saturday she'll discuss her brand new, equally groundbreaking cookbook Appetite for Reduction.”
The Vegan, UK, March 2011
“If you’re aiming to lose weight, or just eat healthily, but still enjoy food, this is the book for you.” Midwest
Book Review, February 2011“Shows that healthy cooking can be lively and varied…Any vegan cook needs
this inspiring, unique title.”
 

ForeWord Reviews, March/April 2011“Hearty, low-fat vegan fare is complemented by a veteran cookbook
author's considerable gift for gab in this winning collection...With this selection in hand, serious cooks with



high standards can feel confident inviting over their finicky foodie friends.”

Bust, April/May 2011
“Bursting with inventive, flavorful techniques for lightening up comfort-food favorites and for making plants
pop in new and exciting ways.”

“Talk of the Town,” WTVF–CBS Nashville, 3/1/11
“The perfect book for that picky vegetarian who is determined to eat healthy and maybe even lose some
weight.”
 Chatelaine.com, 4/12/11“[This book] won't appeal only to people who don't eat animal
products…[Moskowitz’s] ingredients are fresh, but they're also accessible: veggies, common spices, beans
and rice are frequently used here. As an added bonus, the lack of meat and processed meat and dairy
alternatives makes most of this book great for chefs on a budget. And most importantly, this food is tasty.”

Long Island Press, 1/7/11“Contains 125 delectable, nutritionally-balanced recipes for the foods you
crave—lasagna, tacos, barbecue, curries, stews, and much more—and it’s all only 200 to 400 calories per
serving, plant-based and packed with nutrients, low in saturated fat and sugar; high in fiber and, well,
delicious.”
South Coast Insider, January 2011“Moskowitz is the best and most creative of all the chefs working with
plant based foods…This is not your mother’s low-fat cookbook.”
InfoDad.com, 1/13/11 “It moves along like a well-oiled machine, starting with salads and continuing with
side dishes, beans (a mainstay of this type of cooking), tofu and tempeh, soups, stews and more...It contains
solid information and a variety of recipes that vegans will find tasty.”

January Magazine (Canada), 12/20/10“Appetite for Reduction is all about real food for real people, really
easily…What’s not to like?...Spend a lot of time eating from the recipes in this book and you will get
smaller.”
 Living Without, 1/25/11“[The] tortilla soup has a light tomato broth and simple yet assertive seasoning.
Stirring crushed tortilla chips into the soup as it cooks gives it a full-bodied texture.” Portland Oregonian,
1/25/11“Leave it to innovative cookbook author Isa Chandra Moskowitz, the co-author of Veganomicon, to
come up with a collection of 125 low-fat recipes that won't have you leaving the table hungry…Moskowitz's
writing style is accessible and fun, and she demystifies ingredients like tempeh and tofu…Every recipe has
detailed nutritional analysis, including vitamin content, something too many diet cookbooks don't bother
with.” The Hippo, 1/20/11
“As with previous Moskowitz books, one thing not sacrificed is flavor. She plays with Asian, Mediterranean,
Indian and Latin cuisine with her recipes in ways that make you feel like you’re not losing taste by cutting
out fat.” 

About the Author
Isa Chandra Moskowitz is an award-winning vegan chef and author of several best-selling cookbooks,
including Veganomicon, Vegan with a Vengeance, and Vegan Cupcakes Take Over the World. A Brooklyn
native who began her vegan cooking journey more than twenty years ago, she is inspired by New York
City’s diverse cuisine. You can find her cooking and writing at The Post Punk Kitchen (theppk.com).

Sooner you get guide Appetite For Reduction: 125 Fast And Filling Low-Fat Vegan Recipes By Isa Chandra
Moskowitz, Matthew Ruscigno, sooner you could appreciate checking out the e-book. It will certainly be
your resort to keep downloading guide Appetite For Reduction: 125 Fast And Filling Low-Fat Vegan



Recipes By Isa Chandra Moskowitz, Matthew Ruscigno in supplied link. By doing this, you can truly decide
that is worked in to obtain your very own e-book on-line. Below, be the very first to obtain guide entitled
Appetite For Reduction: 125 Fast And Filling Low-Fat Vegan Recipes By Isa Chandra Moskowitz, Matthew
Ruscigno as well as be the first to know exactly how the writer implies the notification and also expertise for
you.


